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The problem of being Jewish: 
self-identification within ‘bilateral ecclesiology’. 

 

If you are at a loss, take an octave higher. 
J. Brodsky 

To the memory of my kinsmen who 
died to wipe out Nazism. 

 

Introduction. The problem of being Jewish 
Who is a Jew? It was evident B.C. Jewish identity was twofold, ethnic and religious, and these 
two were united. Apparently, this was God’s plan. Now Jewish identity is a problem, for these 
two are no more united, and this seems God’s plan, again. Jewish self-identification today 
involves deciphering God’s plan the best we can. 

Today, Jewishness is defined with respect to two reference points. The first is ‘Israel by flesh’. 
Who is this, is a problem in itself: ‘approved Jews’ of Israel; pure-bloods; half-bloods etc? Using 
blood to gauge Jewishness smells of Auschwitz. Also, can one be Jewish ‘by the right of birth’, 
without even opening the Book? 

The second reference is ‘Israel by spirit’, which is at the basis of the Christian church’s self-
definition as the ‘New Israel’. ‘Spiritual’ is essentially ‘religious’, and here one can easily step 
into an age-old trap: opposing Christianity to Judaism. The State of Israel puts the problem just 
this way: are you Christian or Jewish? While disagreeing with this either/or, one can ask: does 
‘spiritual’ mean that, in the New Israel, St. Francis of Assisi can be called Jewish? Seems absurd, 
at least with the current understanding of Jewishness. 

This bilateralism is especially acute for Christian, or Messianic, Jews. So far, Jews normally 
identify themselves by blood, for lack of a better definition. In this, we acknowledge our 
community with Abraham and his heirs by flesh. (Including Ishmael? What about Melville’s?) 
However, we won’t abandon our community with those who feel themselves spiritual heirs of 
Abraham – Christians of all nations. So, in a sense, we are spiritual co-nationals of St. Francis. 
Then, to whom would we sing Mowgli’s anthem: “We are of the same blood, you and I”? To the 
Israel of St. Francis or to that of Caiaphas? Now both seem absurd. 

These absurdities are the traps set by history, religious and ethnical. At this moment, history has 
left us no definition of Jewishness implementable ethnically and, at the same time, justifiable 
religiously. Below, we look at how we arrived at this point, to see if we can introduce some 
conscious improvement into the vague unconscious heritage left by our ancestors in flesh and 
spirit. 

So, the plan of this paper is historical. It tracks, as vaguely as we can discern it, the evolution of 
the Jewish people on Earth and God’s plan for Israel in heaven. It starts with the ‘golden age’ of 
Jewishness B.C. when the nation and its religion were one. The Jews defined themselves as a 
‘priestly people’ – of course, more in ideal than in practice. Then, follows the catastrophe: 
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Crucifixion, destruction of the Temple, dispersion into diaspora. Two Israels exist now. The 
‘Old’ one defined itself and was defined by its opponents almost exclusively as flesh, Judaic 
religion considered merely as a derivative of the Jewish nation. The other, ‘New’, aspired to be 
the spiritual heir and substitute of the people to whom God gave His Torah. However, in earthly 
expression, it seemed often rather an heir of its cruel heathen ancestors. 

This period is where we are nowadays, too. We view the end of this epoch as signaled by the 
Holocaust, the return of Jews to the land of Israel, and by the appearance of Christian/Messianic 
Jews. Starting from this assumption, we try to peer into the final time span ending in the 
eschatological Omega point. The Jewish character of this point is signaled by its name “New 
Jerusalem”, by the conviction that it will be marked by the ‘conversion of Jews’, and many other 
signs. We attempt to imagine an extension of the notions ‘Israel’ and ‘Jewishness’ that would be 
viable in this perspective. 

The “ethnic” is a vessel for “the spiritual”. Once it was broken, to be opened. Extending 
Jewishness is another way to open it. The complementary extension of the notion of Christianity 
is a way to include the unbaptized souls ‘naturally Christian’ (Tertullian, Apol. XVII). Extending 
itself to Jews is for the Church a step toward extending itself to Moslems, Buddhists etc. Such 
extension means mutual assimilation - literally. Each such step is a call for a change, for ‘taking 
an octave higher’, where the barriers between confessions don’t reach.        

The Jewish past 
Exodus and Deuteronomy tell us that the Jewish people had been created not ‘naturally’, 
evolutionarily, as all other nations, but explicitly, as an instrument of God in His plan for all 
humanity. So it was more a church (in an ethnic vessel) than an ethnos. It was conceived as a 
‘priestly people’. What God wished to do with this instrument? It’s a guess, but, in His own 
words, something that should be a blessing to all humankind. 

However, the instrument turned out imperfect just in this respect. The group slowly and naturally 
drifted toward existence as an ‘ordinary ethnos’. (In fact, we don’t know how an ‘ordinary’ 
ethnos is formed, either, and what forces keep it together. Blood-relation? Language? Cultural 
background? Just ‘feeling one of us’?) 

‘Ethnification’ of  Israel made it feel quite comfortable within itself, as any ethnos is. 
‘Compassing the sea and earth’, Israel was satisfied with just some proselytes – less than came to 
it on their own. The vessel had been created to pour out the wine, but was content with faithfully 
preserving it – the longer, the older, the sweeter. This attitude boomeranged as stagnation and 
degradation within Israel itself. The Prophets provide testimonies – we discern in them a bitter 
taste of God’s unfulfilled expectations. Every sobering event that God had put in Israel’s 
historical way (Captivity, Maccabees etc.) turned into an additional reason for ethnic self-
defense, for the drift toward the ‘religion=ethnos’ state. In this equation, the earthly (ethnic) 
always takes an upper hand over the heavenly (religious). 

In this self-closure, the Jewish people deviated more and more from the main road set by God for 
humankind: ‘ecumenization’ – a prototype of modern ‘globalization’. Its main instrument – the 
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Roman empire – was already in place to propagate the wine, but it was still locked within its 
vessel. Then, the catastrophe came. 

By calling catastrophe the combined event of Crucifixion, destruction of the Temple, and the 
dispersion of Jews, we don’t assign it a purely negative sense. The catastrophe was 
‘experimentum crucis’ – in the literal sense – performed by God on human history, a point of 
bifurcation from where it flows this or that way, but never as before. What was a tragedy on 
Earth (including the historical fate of Jewish people), was, probably, an exultation in heaven. 
The vessel had been broken, but the wine spilled all over the Earth. Paul, who felt deeply this 
tragedy of his own people, still perceived it as constructive, made ‘until the fullness of the 
Gentiles comes in’. He was the first to put up the problem ‘Jewish –what  it is?’ (Rom. 2), just 
because he felt that, on a new turn of God’s plan for Jews, the old notion of ‘Jewishness’ is 
insufficient. His view of Jewishness can’t be captured in a formula, being essentially 
paradoxical. It is conditioned on three landmark events: the election of Israel in Abraham and 
Moses; the earthly life of Christ; the eschatological point Omega. In this, it transcends, of course, 
the ethnic dimension of Jewish history, without ignoring it.  

This ‘discovery’ by Paul is not fully assimilated even now – neither by the Christian church, nor 
by Jewish theology. For the Christian/Messianic Jews, it is an essential message. It provides 
them if not with a formula for self-definition, at least, with a hint on what to build it. 

Although Paul hadn’t read the Apocalypse of John, he, probably, had his own like intimations, 
related passim in 1Cor. 15. And, of course, he knew the so-called ‘Little Apocalypse’ told by 
Christ. In John’s Apocalypse, Jews are mentioned many times, usually in a symbolic context. 
Several things transcend: that the Jews are an essential component of God’s plan, 
notwithstanding their deviations from it, and till the very end of this plan; that all historical 
events of the Jewish people are just a symbol and a prototype of the New Jerusalem; that the 
distinction between Jews and other humans takes more and more a spiritual/moral character 
toward the end and, finally, vanishes. In a way, Israel extends to the entire humankind, thus 
fulfilling the promises to Abraham, and, at the same time, humankind assimilates Israel and 
becomes like it. More on this further on.  

The Jewish present 
The ‘present’ begins with the catastrophe and so includes the Middle Ages. In all this time, 
nothing has changed essentially in the condition of the Jewish people, except a slow and 
accelerating change begun toward the end of this period. Jews remained a ‘people in itself’ 
separated from the historical mainstream and, therefore, from God’s plan to which they were 
once central. In this sense, the catastrophe has been continuing till now. Without the Temple – a 
connection to the higher sphere – the Jews became even more concentrated on the ritualistic, 
rather than the religious, side of their national identity.  

The rejection of Jews by Christians was an instrument and a counterpart in the Jewish self-
enclosure. On the Christian side, this was like an unconscious self-aggression. Thereby, 
Christianity had lost an essential part of itself. It failed to assimilate a crucial paradoxical Jewish 
node in God’s plan for humanity. Indeed, the people that has sent Christ to the cross now carried 
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the cross. Jews sometimes think they had imprinted their national identity on Christ; they didn’t 
but Christ did imprint His own on them. Several crucial components of Christianity dwelt in 
Jews more than in Christians themselves; non-violence is one striking example. Another is the 
characteristic Jewish religious candor evident in Christ’s time and conspicuous by its absence 
from established churches in later ages. (I use ‘candor ‘, taking into account its etymology: a 
special ‘incandescent’ quality of the Jewish attitude toward God, combined with frankness, 
openness to God. All this, alas, more a thing of the past than the present). 

As for Israel, even with a cross on it, it was true to its old wine and kept it in the old bag of 
Judaism. There was even less problem with ‘who is a Jew’ than in Antiquity: it was self-evident. 
In a way, Christians and Jews defined each other by repulsion.  

This situation began changing when secularization stepped in. While suppressing the religious 
dimension both in Jewish and in Christian lives, it had its merits for the Jews: it ended the age-
old confusion between the ethnic and the religious. Most Jews continued to define themselves 
ethnically (whatever it meant for them) – in fact, were obliged to do so by most states – but 
abandoned Judaism. (The same is true for most other peoples). This opened the way to the 
flourishing of Jewish science, art, etc. – all within the culture of their residence and at the cost of 
their religious candor. However, keeping together the Jewish people became a problem without 
the religious bond. Even more so because the ‘secular’ civilization was, in fact, imbued by the 
Christian sense of personal, rather than collective, destiny. Cross-marriages and cultural 
assimilation led to Jewishness being slowly dissolved in its multinational environment. In our 
networked age, Jewishness has acquired a distributed character, too. We find its signs, e.g., 
repulsion from violence and religious candor, in people from many ethnoses. In Russia such 
people are sometimes insulted by being called Jews. 

At this point, it was the devil who reminded Jews of their identity using Hitler as an instrument. 
One wonders: why ‘endlosung’ of Jews and not of some other people? Because, although Jews 
came to perceive themselves as a merely ethnic entity, the devil knew better. He seems to be 
very much aware of the religious reverse-side of Jewish ethnicity and of its ties to God’s plan. 
So, one might say that the long Jewish ‘present’ began coming to its end with Auschwitz (the 
formation of the State of Israel was a consequence). The end of the epoch is as marked by a 
catastrophe as its beginning: by Shoah, or Holocaust. But there is a problem fundamental for the 
understanding of Jewish identity: Shoah or Holocaust? That is, an incomprehensible tragedy of 
an ethnos or a religious event, a meaningful sacrifice which is a part of God’s tragic plan and a 
continuation of Jewish carrying the cross? Auschwitz is a key to understanding God’s 
paradoxical (i.e., outside the linear logic) plan for Jews. 

The self-understanding of Israel now hangs on solving two problems: defining the attitude 
toward the Holocaust and toward the Church. The state of Israel seems a last attempt to hold the 
old ground: hide the religious dimension behind the ethnic identity, to observe the Sabbath 
because you are Jewish, not because you believe in the God of Israel. The state of Israel is the 
earthly product of the Holocaust; the heavenly one would be recognizing one’s place in God’s 
plan. This place was formed nationally, but, in a Christian environment, transpires to be the 
matter of personal choice. In place of the old Temple unifying the nation, each Jew (as well as 
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non-Jew) has to find a Temple valid personally, and there is no other option, except Christ (Heb. 
8). This implies replacing the forced national cross-carrying by the voluntary carrying of one’s 
personal cross. 

That’s where Christian/Messianic Jews come into the picture. Each has opted for Christ 
individually, but together they form a characteristic phenomenon, a signum temporis. 
Significantly, today most Jews who read the Book have received it from Christian hands. The 
epoch ends, and this is the time when Jews go to Auschwitz and to Christ. Thereby, they join the 
New Israel, but does the Old Israel remain somehow different within the New? If yes, by what, 
except the past merits? A tentative answer is: by virtue of being burned alive. Everyone carries a 
cross, but not all – of this kind. So, Israel is defined with respect to the Church as to a frame of 
reference. While national self-identification of Israel proved devoid of religious meaning, self-
identification by and with respect to the Church acquires religious fullness.   

The Jewish future 
It has started with the end of the ‘present’: mass conversion of Jews and the Holocaust. Probably, 
it will end only in the apocalyptic Omega point. We don’t know its ‘times’, but this endpoint sets 
the frame of reference for the entire period. It is an overturning frame: from religious defined by 
national to national defined by religious.  

The barrier separating the Jews from the Christians is now lowered, and they are able to see each 
other face to face. This sets the problem of self-definition for both. There are two roads to it 
which diverge in this point. The first road for Jews is amplifying the national component of self-
identification. It has a complementary traditional Christian attitude toward the Jewish element in 
the church as to a springboard to push away from. This will raise the barrier higher, in order to 
see each other no more and thus to remove the problem. The second road is amplifying the 
religious component of Jewish self-definition. It has as its complement a Christian attitude 
toward the Jewish presence in the church as to a spring of vitality. Even today, many Christians 
see the Jewish presence among them as a sort of blessing. This will, hopefully, bring the barrier 
further down, to allow more than just viewing each other: stepping across. We can’t predict how 
that would be. It is clear from the Apocalypse that the existence of these two roads is a part of 
the eschatological polarization process, which continues till the final judgment.        

So the question ‘will the nation survive?’ put by cross-marriages should become obsolete due to 
the redefinition of the nation. Can a nation reject Vladimir Soloviev for being a Russian, if he 
prayed for Israel on his deathbed? In a way, a cross-marriage is a blessing: it allows one to 
personally opt for being in Israel. But in which one: the Israel of Caiaphas or the Israel of St. 
Francis? In choosing, we redefine Israel. And the roads of these two diverge. 

The old, ethnic mechanisms of self-preservation of the unique Jewish vessel for God’s plan, in 
this perspective, are substituted by the more appropriate spiritual mechanisms. Even today there 
are Gentiles ‘of a Jewish character’: more Jewish than the Jews themselves. Jewishness is 
already as much dissolved in humanity as it is concentrated in the Jewish nation: as much 
wavelike as particle-like. Anyone may personally choose to ride on this wave.  
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This ‘new Jewishness’ cannot define itself irrespective of the Church. This doesn’t mean it will 
coincide with the Church in time – only in the New Jerusalem. In time, both the definition of 
Jews with respect to the church, and the definition of church with respect to the Jews have to be 
paradoxical, ‘the same and different’. This seems an essential component of the notion of 
‘bilateral ecclesia’. In this new type of relationship between the Jews and the church, each can 
see the other as a reference point for self-definition, but, paradoxically, not through otherness, 
but through sameness. In a way, it is like in Israel B.C. where religious and ethnic aspects 
reflected on each other thus self-defining the people. Both ‘latera’ in such a bilateral ecclesia are 
necessary for the other’s self-definition. Only the Church can ‘approve’ Jewishness by saying: 
yes, you carry in yourself what we always perceived as the best in Jewishness, the imprint of 
Christ. And only the Jews have the right to acknowledge the Church being a spiritual heir of 
Abraham and Moses. In this bilateral self-definition, the Church should map what it thinks about 
itself onto Jews, and the Jews should do likewise. 

The final light on that ‘bilateral ecclesia’ can be thrown by the eschatological perspective. Even 
in the supposedly whole Jewish people, ‘Israel by flesh’ and ‘Israel by spirit’ are a problem to 
each other – sometimes within the same person. The same is true within bilateral ecclesiology: 
‘Old Israel’ and ‘New Israel’ present a problem for each other, yet form a whole. This paradox 
can’t be solved on paper, only by living through it. Its solution is the New Jerusalem where 
Israel=Church=Christ=God.  

Conclusion 
To sum up, the following key features are necessary for the understanding of Jewishness that 
would be appropriate for our epoch-changing time. 

• Jewishness should again become more spiritually than ethnically defined. 

• In our Christian epoch, Jewishness can be defined only with respect to the Church. It is a 
dialogue: the Church also defines itself with respect to Jews as a point of reference. 

• Rather than oriented toward the past – the national roots – Jewishness should be oriented 
toward the future – New Jerusalem. Only the features viable in this perspective deserve 
entering into the definition of Jewishness. 

• As with Christianity, only individual, not the collective/national definition of Jewishness is 
appropriate. National identity is a derivative of personal identity. There is a tentative name 
for this yet-to-be-seen community: ‘sobornost’. 

 

B.M.Balter 


